
BECOME UNSTOPPABLE 
Do you often hear your team complain about the lack of clients or not having enough time to get work done? Then
blaming it on reduced budgets or worse - poor management? 

Perhaps all they need is motivation, renewed focus and drive to reach the results that you know they can achieve. 

Lynn is here to enthuse your team with refreshed energy  by sharing her 5 key takeaways on how they can beat

procrastination and become unstoppable!

Every time your look at your watch - remember the following:

"Watch your time, it is your most precious commodity, you will never ever get this moment back again, so WATCH:"

W - What's the worse that can happen? More fun less glum right!
When we start giving ourselves permission to try new things, we are often pleasantly surprised at how much we asserting

the assumption: “We would have failed even if we did try,” because we didn’t know any better, or couldn’t be enjoyed

challenging ourselves. We had fun and reached our goals all in one go bothered to try.

A - Assumption equals malfunction.
Lack of sufficient data, knowledge and low confidence can lead to procrastination. So we make assumptions and disguise

them as facts. 

T - Transformation happens when we break the rules.
It all started out with the little white lies we have been telling ourselves; which eventually became the rules we lived by.

But now is the time to break those rules that kept you small, realise your own worth and become unstoppable.  

C - Choose to challenge your comfort zone.
Most of the time, we stand in our own way of getting that promotion or landing that big client. We blame it on our lack of

knowledge, skills, luck, looks, charm - anything, but the real reason. We were too afraid to try and possibly fail, so we

chose to stay in our comfort zone, safe and warm. 

H - Happiness lies in the every day, most mundane moments.
We end up wishing time away, just so that we can clock out at 5pm, go home and watch Netflix, eat junk food - until one

day - our time is truly up. Never realising that happiness is right under our noses.  

THEY SAID WHAT?
“Her enthusiasm and energy are contagious…” Ellen Fischat, Inspiring50, CEO Storyroom.

“Her ability to grasp our needs and to read the audience … always impressed me.” Gcinashe Vambe, Absa

Enterprise Development Manager.

“I have seen a change in my staff…” – Ernest Pretorius, Bachus Financial Services.
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BOOK LYNN HERE:
M: 07394432905 | E: connect@lynnerasmus.com | W: www.lynnerasmus.com

Lynn Erasmus 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7lx-wuZY1A

